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Highlights of 

This Month

Plantation With 
Corporates 


We bring to you episode 2 of our series 
“We Don’t Just Plant”!!


B4U Strengthens Delhi’s Green Lungs

DCB Bank Envisions To Paint 27 Cities of 
India Green




DHL Plantation Builds Self Sustainable 
Ecosystems in Metropolitan Cities


Gudcef Gifts Trees to Healthcare 
Frontliners




Bitscore Plants Trees for Their Well 
Wishers on World Environment Day 2021


Unlocking Bhavnam 2.0 Plantation 
Expedition in Delhi NCR


Farmer Training Session Organised by 
ICRISAT, Hyderabad and Plantix 




Back in 2011, when only a little percentage of Indians were using 
internet which was around 10% compared to 48% in 2021, the idea 
behind inception of ‘SankalpTaru’, which means to take a pledge 
to plant trees, using an online platform relied on a foreseen surge 
of increase in the internet usage in the coming years.

 

And now here we are in 2021 with over 2 Million trees planted and 
greening 23 states using our online tree plantation platform. To 
take a closer look at our journey, you can watch our recently 
released episode 2 of the interview series “We Don’t Just Plant!!”.

 

From interesting innovations incorporated into our plantation 
projects to the method of tracing the post plantation status of the 
tree to the process of choosing our farmer beneficiaries, this 
video covers it all!! 


The extreme heat in the summer seasons on the top of the 
Aravallis, the expedition of transporting rock movers up the hill to 
excavate the land and dig holes for tree plantation and 
maintaining those trees in such rocky and rough terrain has been 
quite challenging for us. But when we look back from where we 
started this venture to the beautiful ecosystem that has now 
been created there, Project Bhavnam of Manesar, Gurugram will 
always be our most cherished plantation project.



With the same level of passion, we are starting Bhavnam 2.0 in 
Gurgaon, Haryana and hope to create a lush green forest for the 
community in the coming years. 


A session on sustainable agriculture for our progressive farmers 
of Gram Vaibhav Panchayat of village Goregaon, District 
Ahmednagar, Maharashtra was organised by  the research 
scholars and trainers of ICRISAT, Hyderabad with the scientists of 
the nation’s best agricultural app, Plantix in collaboration with 
SankalpTaru Foundation.



The Technology-Driven Agriculture session was aimed at 
empowering our farmer-beneficiaries with the knowledge of 
better agricultural practices and to nudge their standards of 
living at every front possible. 


With the aim to demolish pollution in the capital city of India, 
Delhi, Sankalptaru joined hands with their most trusted green 
partner B4U, an outsourcing and process management company 
to plant trees. 



These trees will increase the city’s green cover that will act as the 
city's green lungs in the coming years.


One of the renowned names of the banking sector in India, DCB 
Bank collaborated with SankalpTaru Foundation to offset carbon 
emissions and mitigate climate change by initiating their 
multi-city plantation project that comprises greenifying 27 cities 
of India. 



Apart from the 15 cities that have already been painted green 
with native and fruit bearing trees, the latest on ground 
plantations happened in Aurangabad, Satara, Solapur and 
Raichur.


DHL, a leading global brand in the logistics industry, reached out 
to SankalpTaru again this year to share their vision of creating 
green pastures amongst the metropolitan cities of Bangalore, 
Chandigarh, Kanpur, Lucknow and Pune. 



What followed was the extensive tree plantation activities 
conducted in the above sites to build self sustainable 
eco-systems that would flourish the biodiversity and bring back 
the intricate ecological balance between humans and nature.


Gudcef, a brand of Mankind, joined hands with Sankalptaru 
Foundation on their 15th anniversary to plant trees for their 
doctors as a token of appreciation for being the first and often 
only point of contact with the health system for delivering 
essential healthcare services to millions of people.



We hope to plant many many more trees with them in the near 
future!!


Bitscore Cybertech LLP, India teamed up with SankalpTaru 
Foundation to plant trees for well-wishers on the occasion of 
World Environment Day 2021. Three trees were planted for each 
well-wisher in our ongoing projects of Ladakh, Maharashtra, and 
Rajasthan. The projects strengthen the biodiversity and 
ecological sovereignty of our country. 



We would like to thank Bitscore Cybertech LLP for their beautiful 
initiative of making India greener and more sustainable.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5ibuUoaqdY&t=28s
https://www.instagram.com/p/CR5yUa8ILGz/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CRRDEV2tzei/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CR1Kd65toLq/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CQ51XfJB2HA/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


https://www.facebook.com/events/430505421256636/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A[%7B%22surface%22%3A%22page%22%7D]%7D
https://www.facebook.com/events/430505421256636/?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history%22%3A[%7B%22surface%22%3A%22page%22%7D]%7D
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CR31zzEiRvG/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CR31zzEiRvG/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CQ3UBOBL7vO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CQ3UBOBL7vO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://blog.sankalptaru.org/2021/07/how-nutritional-is-your-ro-waterdoes-ro-really-reject-the-water/
https://blog.sankalptaru.org/2021/07/the-twins-of-ecological-downfall-in-bangalore/


https://blog.sankalptaru.org/2021/07/lets-talk-about-carbon-e-missions/
https://sankalptaru.org/august-festivities-2021/
https://www.facebook.com/SankalpTaru/
https://www.instagram.com/sankalptaru_foundation/
https://in.linkedin.com/company/sankalptaru
https://twitter.com/Sankalp_Taru
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_DkrljtyBZJiNYrD6BkVwQ/featured
https://sankalptaru.org/
https://blog.sankalptaru.org/2021/07/lets-talk-about-carbon-e-missions/

